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1. Introduction
In this deliverable, we report on methodology and results of a phase of validation of MATE
coding schemes and workbench components. The phase covers the period from September
1999 to February 2000, and involved project partners as well as AP members who kindly
volunteered as external evaluators. The validation was concerned with the Guidelines to
Dialogue Annotation of Deliverable D2.1 of the MATE project (October 1999) and with the
first prototype of MATE Workbench made available to AP members.
The document is structured as follows.
Section 2 contains a sketchy description of the functional components of the MATE project,
their interrelation, and their relevance to the purposes of evaluation, together with a list of the
levels of linguistic annotation being evaluated.
Section 3 outlines the methodology of evaluation, justifies these methodological requirements
in the light of the linguistic content of each level, and describes the evaluation process itself
through circulation of a questionnaire.
Section 4 summarises results of evaluation.
Section 5 illustrates corrective actions that were taken further to feedback from evaluators.
Section 6 is devoted to international co-operation and future validation plans.
Finally, section 7 describes the evaluation work done with respect to the MATE workbench.
As the prototype was made available to the AP with some delay, less feedback could be
gathered than expected at the project outset. The section thus concentrates on the evaluation
methodology, which can also be used after the project end for further (and ongoing)
evaluation.
2. Preliminaries
One of MATE central aims can be described as follows:
provision of an annotation tool kit whose main function is to assist researchers in the
design, development, application and validation of encoding schemes for dialogue
corpora.
In this document we will discuss in some detail to what extent the MATE annotation tool kit
can be said to serve its main intended function.
2.1 Functional components of the MATE tool kit
In the MATE perspective, the tool kit consists of three main functional components:
1. a mark-up scheme, with a standardised XML syntax, and a linguistically sound content for
each of the envisaged levels of analysis
2. a coding module, defining, for each layer of annotation, a coding procedure, the purposes
of annotation and its relationship to other layers
3. an annotation workbench designed for doing computer-aided annotation according to the
specifications of 1) and 2)
In the MATE context, emphasis is placed on meeting the requirements of potential users.
Thus, all three components were designed so as to be compatible with, and possibly
instrumental for, as many current practices of dialogue annotation as possible, as well as
approaches to annotation.
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For what concerns point a), MATE designed and developed coding schemes for five different
levels of linguistic analysis:
· Prosody
· Morphosyntax
· Coreference
· Dialogue Acts
· Communication Problems
Given the number of levels considered, and their conflicting requirements, developing a
coherent, unitary approach to design, application and validation of encoding schemes proved
to be a challenging task. In the present document, we report evaluation of the MATE mark-up
language for all annotation levels, and touch on architectural aspects of coding modules
insofar as they have a bearing on linguistic content.
In particular, we will discuss here
· a list of general objectives to be met
· how these objectives have been taken into account at the level of linguistic mark-up and
coding modules
· evaluation methodology (independent feedback gathered from both within and outside the
project)
· preliminary results of the evaluation: what was to be amended, the extent to which MATE
achieved its objectives
· what still remains to be done
Evaluation of the workbench is reported elsewhere.
3. Evaluation Methodology
3.1 General requirements
Given MATE purposes and concerns, the following list of basic requirements was identified.
The main idea is that MATE’s success should be measured in terms of how successful the
project has been in achieving most of these requirements for each annotation level.
1. robustness and wide-coverage: since annotation is concerned with real dialogues, the
developed schemes should be comprehensive enough to effectively be applied to actual
linguistic usage in real pragmatic contexts;
2. flexibility and customisability: room is to be made for several diverse annotation
schemes, defined at different levels of granularity and designed for different tasks,  to be
cast into the MATE parlance;
3. modularity: a single level of annotation should possibly be articulated over more than one
annotation layers; layers are linguistically heterogeneous and mutually orthogonal, so that
changing one of them affects others only to a limited extent; layers can be related
indirectly through a) their hinging on a common reference file b) through correlation of
the linguistic information they convey; level modularity is also of theoretical interest,
since most annotation schemes we know of differ from one another mostly in the way
pieces of linguistic information are mutually implied, rather than in the intrinsic nature of
this information;
4. amenability to semiautomatic annotation: this is mostly a practical concern, as the
importance of annotated dialogues for applications will enormously increase their
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demand; nonetheless, this aspect has non trivial repercussions on the linguistic content of
the selected levels of analysis; for example, local syntactic parses should be given
preference over more comprehensive analyses, as it is desirable that local parsing failure
should not backfire, causing the entire parse of an utterance to fail;
5. reliability: inter-coder human reliability deals with the issue of replicability of a task by a
human annotator; the task is defined by an annotation scheme and a corpus to be
annotated accordingly; the common assumption is that each token phenomenon in the
corpus should be given the same tag by several independent annotators;
6. usability for practical applications: issues of robustness, customisability and modularity
have a direct impact on operability in practical applications; in particular it is worth
emphasising in the present context that a highly modular annotation framework allows
evaluation not only of coverage of annotated information, but also of utility/relevance of
the covered information for a specific set of tasks;
7. portability to more than one language: the issue of portability of a level of analysis from
one language to another is directly related to its depth; three of MATE levels of
annotation capture “deep” levels of linguistic analysis (e.g. coreference, dialogue acts and
communication problems), while one being concerned with language at the level of the
acoustic signal (prosody): the language independent nature of these descriptive layers is
thus, to a large extent, a by-product of their linguistic content; on the other hand, the vast
majority of annotation schemes developed for syntax have been designed for English; this
raises issues of descriptive adequacy of the coding scheme at this level. For example,
while, for some languages, the syntactic function of a phrase can be read off a traditional
constituency-based parse tree, it is not clear how tenable the same claim is for relatively
free phrase order languages such as German and Italian, which typically exhibit complex
cases of phrase scrambling and discontinuous phrases.
3.1.1 The MATE approach
It was immediately clear that the same level of success could not possibly be achieved on all
points 1-6 for each one of the levels involved. This is an inevitable consequence of the rather
composite nature of the material under scrutiny: it appears that not all levels of annotation, at
the present stage, have reached an equal or at least comparable level of “maturity” on 1-6.
A non trivial point is that the level of maturity for large-scale annotation is closely dependent
on text type. As we were mainly (if not exclusively) concerned with annotation of dialogue
material, even apparently more “established” encoding schemes, such as part of speech
tagging, turned out to be in need of considerable refinement for them to automatically be
applied to spoken dialogues. On the other hand, for most linguistic levels in our list, automatic
annotation is still a long term goal.
Another important issue is language independence. While a scheme for annotation of
coreference phenomena can be designed to a large extent independently of any specific
language, the degree of language dependence increases dramatically when me move on to
“lower” or more superficial  levels of linguistic analysis such as Morphology or Syntax. In
this respect, it should be appreciated that MATE was not intended to provide blueprints for
coding morphosyntactic information (or any other type of information for that matter) in all
languages of the project (or even a small subset of them). First, any serious effort along these
lines would certainly require one project per language, of the sort usually supported by
national funding agencies. Secondly,  and most importantly, the MATE tool kit is intended to
provide an operational basis for developing annotation schemes for any language at the level
of granularity required, and not to finalise, for some languages only, a concrete instantiation
of such a scheme, to be used as some sort of de facto standard.
The issue of language compatibility brings us naturally to the delicate aspect of theory
compatibility. Different theoretical frameworks impose different requirements on what
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phenomena should be annotated in a corpus, and how this should be done. Once more,
different levels of linguistic analyses pose different problems. It appears that there are levels
of annotation which more readily lend themselves to being brought down to a minimum
common denominator than others do. For instance, the domain of coreference seems to enjoy
a more consensual view of what is there to be annotated, than the domain of syntax (or
dialogue acts) does.
One way of tackling the issue of theoretical compatibility stems for the observation that
existing schemes mostly differ in the way layers of information are mutually implied, rather
than in the intrinsic nature of the information conveyed by each layer. To give a concrete
example, almost all theoretical frameworks make use of the notion of grammatical subject,
but only a subset of them take it to be a primitive unit of syntax: some make this notion
contingent on the structural position of a noun phrase in the tree representation of a sentence,
others on verb agreement, others on predicate-argument information, yet others on lexical
control etc.
The MATE way out of this theoretical maze was to augment the expressive power of an
annotation scheme both horizontally (i.e. multiplying “layers” of annotation) and vertically
(i.e. within each such layer). For example, at the level of syntactic annotation, we decided to
make the repertoire of grammatical functions notationally independent of  other aspects
concerning their morphological, syntactic, predicative and pragmatic realisation. This is
achieved by setting independent layers of representation for them to make it explicit how
grammatical functions relate to the linguistic information needed for their assignment both in
real texts and across languages. This general idea is pictorially represented in fig. 1.
Figure 1: Multi-layered modularity for Morpho-syntax.
Surely, if an annotator strongly believes that syntactic functions are not primitive linguistic
notions but somewhat derivative of the configurational properties of a language, this can be
expressed by either leaving functional annotation out, or by projecting functional information
automatically from the constituency-based layer.
In addition to horizontal scalability, within each such layer, provision was made to further
specify attribute values, so as to augment their descriptive content “vertically”. In other
words, each coding scheme contains a list of phenomena to be annotated obligatorily. This
core defines the minimum level of descriptive detail that has to be achieved for a scheme to
be both sufficiently informative and operationally useful according to MATE specifications.
In addition to core phenomena, each coding scheme contains specifications of possible
extensions, called periphery.
morpho-syntax
wordstructure
phrasal nuclei
functional relations
nondependencyrelations
linguistic
level
annotation
layers
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Figure 2. Core-periphery extension
Horizontal and vertical scalability of MATE schemes has interesting consequences from the
user perspective. A potential user of MATE specifications is left free to pick and choose,
among the proposed layers of annotation, those which reflect his/her theoretical view of the
way pieces of linguistic information are mutually related at the level of analysis in question.
(S)he can also feel the need for adding an extra layer of information, not contemplated in the
MATE coding book. Furthermore, MATE provides, for each level, two subsets of tags. The
first subset, or core scheme, supplies basic means for annotating obligatory information. The
second subset, or periphery tag set, serves the purpose of making provision for further
linguistic annotation to be added on top of obligatory information, by sub-typing existing
attributes, whenever this is required by the annotator (see fig. 2).
It should be clear, from what we said so far, that the MATE specifications are not
redundancy-free, and do not amount to another ready-made, off-the-shelf annotation scheme
in its own right. In fact, in many cases we decided to show how the same unit of linguistic
information can be annotated in different, arguably mutually incompatible, ways, which are
nonetheless all compatible with the recommended framework: so a battery of open choices for
encoding particular phenomena is offered in many cases, rather than one solution only. This
surfeit of descriptive power does not make the MATE annotation framework empty in the
first place. In this respect, some MATE partners found it useful to refer to MATE
specifications as a meta-scheme, rather than an annotation scheme in its own right. We
contend that this approach has the potential for shedding light on nature and degree of
correspondence between tag sets developed for different purposes and with diverse, or even
conflicting, theoretical requirements. Moreover, it seems to have a useful impact on our
theoretical understanding of the linguistic phenomena at stake, since it is capable of
expressing the degree of correlation between layers, and ultimately between dimensions of
linguistic analysis. Finally, vertical and horizontal scalability is crucial to ensure flexibility
and operability of the framework: an annotator, whatever his/her own purposes and
theoretical biases, is forced to relate his/her tag set to a constrained number of pre-defined
layers, or, if extra layers or attributes are introduced, to give reasons for them.
3.2 Evaluation issues
Validation of MATE meta-scheme primarily involves evaluation of the architectural choices
of multi-layered modularity and core-periphery extension in terms of
· coverage
· translatability
· flexibility
· utility
core
phenomena
optional
extensions
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Other more practical issues are related to the readability of the offered documentation, and the
usefulness of the annotated information with a view to real applications. The material to be
evaluated is contained in the Guidelines to Dialogue Annotation of Deliverable D2.1 of the
MATE project (October 1999).
3.3 The questionnaire
In order to elicit as much as feedback as possible, an HTML questionnaire was made
available on the web in October 1999.
The questionnaire contains a comparatively small set of questions (both open and closed)
intended to elicit as much information as possible about the extent to which each of the
MATE annotation (meta)schemes fulfils the general requirements of section 0, and the more
specific requirements dictated by actual annotation practice and use of annotated material for
research and applications. The questions cover both qualitative and quantitative aspects of
evaluation. In particular, qualitative evaluation was intended to assess
· readability of MATE recommendations
· potential of the MATE schemes for covering a wide range of linguistic phenomena in
many languages
· ease of translating a proprietary coding scheme into the MATE mark-up language
· utility for research purposes and applications
· advantages of the MATE framework in the light of actual annotation practice
More quantitative aspects touch on
· reliability of the proposed schemes in terms of inter-coder agreement
· amenability to (semi)automatic annotation
· robustness of automatic annotation (when available)
3.4 Methodological aspects
The questionnaire is made up out of five sections: an introduction, outlining the main goals of
the questionnaire, and four main sections, corresponding to forms A, B, C and D.
In the introduction, we were very explicit about the overall aim of the questionnaire, its
structure, and the recommended way of filling it in. As a general principle, we tried to be very
careful in constraining the questionnaire filler as sparsely as possible: (s)he was left free to
navigate through the questionnaire at leisure, by jumping from one section to another, with
virtually no constraints of mandatory information. Barred some general questions concerning
information about the evaluator’s site and general interests, no other questions were made
compulsory. As a result, the evaluator was in the position of carving out the portion of the
questionnaire meeting her/his own specific interests and objectives.
An open questionnaire does not mean a questionnaire with no structure. Quite to the contrary:
a light, easy-to-use questionnaire has a lot of structure in it. First, the questionnaire was made
as self-explanatory as possible. A glossary of technical terms and acronyms was also made
available. Closed questions, with a pre-marked  set of possible disjunctive answers, were used
wherever possible, to prevent the questionnaire user from wasting time looking for the
contextually appropriate answer. Only form C, aimed at collecting qualitative feedback on the
annotation schemes, was left open, so as not to impose a particular standpoint on the
evaluator.
Still, we put considerable effort into keeping the questionnaire size as small as possible.
Finally, the idea of making the questionnaire available on the web, ready to be delivered
through a simple click of the mouse, reflected the same concern for minimising waste of time.
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3.5 Content of the questionnaire
In form A, we ask information about the evaluator: person name and name of his/her
affiliation, and indication of the levels of linguistic information which were evaluated.
In form B, we consider the possibility that evaluation was carried out on the basis of the
evidence provided by a proprietary dialogue corpus. If this is the case, then the evaluator is
asked to give information about the test corpus in terms of types of dialogue, size of the
corpus and its possible levels of annotation if any. If dialogues are annotated, we are also
interested in getting more information about number and level of expertise of the annotators
who were involved in this work.
Form C makes room for what we called qualitative evaluation.  Mainly questions touch on
any of the following aspects:
Perspicuity and usability:
how understandable are tag definitions and how operationally clear and useful? Can they be
used as a basis for a language-specific instantiation of the (meta)scheme? The evaluator is
also asked to provide examples of those operational definitions which were found difficult to
use.
Coverage:
it was important to assess whether MATE annotation (meta)schemes are able to deal with the
widest possible range of important/relevant phenomena. The evaluator is invited to make it
sure that the weaponry of formal notation provided by each (meta)scheme is designed so as to
capture a) linguistic phenomena which are specific of the language(s) of interest, and b)
modality-specific phenomena, i.e. phenomena typical of spoken dialogues (as opposed to
writing) such as phrase partials, interjections, trailing-off etc. c) task-specific phenomena, that
is phenomena which are useful to annotate given a particular application in mind. The
evaluator is also invited to provide a list of missing phenomena.
Translatability:
it is important that each annotation (meta)scheme be able to either i) accommodate the
evaluator’s standard practice in annotating a certain range of phenomena or ii) guarantee a
fairly straightforward translation of a proprietary annotation practice into a MATE-
conformant style. The evaluator is invited to provide a list of possible problems, if any.
Customisability:
in most cases the (meta)scheme contains a list of core phenomena to be annotated, plus the
possibility of refining the core annotation through further layers of tagging; it is possible that
a proprietary annotation style is either finer grained than the one provided by MATE, or
coarser grained. The evaluator is invited to give examples of  each case, if any, and suggest
possible ways to use the MATE scheme to attain the desired level of granularity.
XML encoding issues:
does the XML encoding recommended in the (meta)scheme provide a linguistically sound
way of tagging? The evaluator is invited to provide a list of possible problems.
General issues of module architecture:
are there linguistic phenomena that are impossible or unhandy to annotate or running against
the overall philosophy of the descriptions provided by MATE, given the formal constraints
imposed by the overall architecture?
Form D is concerned with quantitative aspects of evaluation. In particular
A given coding scheme can be evaluated quantitatively according to one or more of the
following tests, namely Stability, Reproducibility, and Accuracy (Krippendorff, 1980).
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Stability, also called «test-rest reliability» or «inter-test variance», measures the degree of
variation of a coder’s judgement over time. Standard measures for stability are alpha and
kappa values.
Reproducibility, or inter-coder variance, measures the degree of variation among annotations
performed by different coders. Standard measures for reproducibility are alpha and kappa
values.
Accuracy, which is measured by Precision and Recall values, expresses the degree of
deviation of coders’ judgement with respect to some known standard.
The questionnaire was made available as an HTML file on the project web site. The
questionnaire could be filled in on line, and sent automatically to the Pisa database for
records.
The full version of the questionnaire is given in Appendix 1.
So far, we received 10 filled in copies of the questionnaire.
4. Validation Results
4.1 Qualitative aspects
All in all, the key ideas of multi-layered modularity and optional core-periphery extension are
welcome as highly desirable and descriptively adequate by our external reviewers. In many
cases, we are invited to apply the approach even beyond the limits that were originally
imposed on it. We will return to these cases in the section on corrective actions.
Multi-layered modularity is found to foster flexibility of annotation and translatability into
other schemes. Core-periphery extension, on the other hand, allows customisation of the
scheme according to the requirements of a specific theoretical framework, or of an intended
application.
In the MATE framework, layers are indirectly related through a) their hinging on a common
reference file b) through correlation of the linguistic information they convey. Level
modularity is also of theoretical interest, since most annotation schemes we know of differ
from one another mostly in the way pieces of linguistic information are mutually implied,
rather than in the intrinsic nature of this information. The effectiveness of this move will be
exemplified in the coming section.
Some reviewers express the concern that the MATE annotation framework, however
transparent and flexible, is considerably baroque in terms of sheer coding, mainly due to its
XML rendering. So cautious enthusiasm is worded, with the proviso that the MATE
architecture demands special software support to annotation.
In what follows we overview aspects of validation for each level of annotation.
4.1.1 Prosody
The MATE proposal for the prosodic level is a four-layer annotation structure where phonetic
transcription, phonetic representation of intonation, phonological representation of intonation
and prosodic phrasing can be annotated.
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READABILITY high; well structured document;
phenomena described at a deep level of
detail; large amount of annotated
examples help the reader to find her/his
way in the XML maze
COVERAGE wide
MODULARITY modularity ensured through the above-
mentioned four-layer structure, whereby
phonetic transcription, phonetic
representation of intonation,
phonological representation of intonation
and prosodic phrasing are represented in
different XML files
CUSTOMISABILITY provision of optional extensions makes
the scheme open to application-specific
requirements
TRANSLATABILITY supported schemes for which
translatability is ensured are:
· phonetic transcription: SAMPA
· phonetic representation of intonation:
INTSINT, IPO
· phonological representation of
intonation: ToBI
· prosodic phrasing: ToBI
AMENABILITY TO (SEMI)AUTOMATIC
ANNOTATION
not applicable
USABILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS high: application-driven customisability
through core-periphery extensions
LANGUAGE PORTABILITY high
4.1.2 Morphosyntax
The MATE proposal for the morphosyntactic level is a three-layer annotation structure,
couching respectively information on word structure, non recursive phrasal nuclei (called
chunks), and finally information about how functional relations are instantiated in the
annotated corpus. The main challenge was represented here by descriptive inadequacy of
traditional tree-like phrasal representations for comparatively free phrase-order languages
such as German and Italian. Robustness and coverage was another crucial aspect, in particular
for what concerns i) non disfluent syntactic constructions specific of spoken dialogues
(ellipses, anacolutha, non verbal predicative sentences etc.), and ii) disfluencies (repetitions,
false starts, trailing off etc.).  For this purpose, the coding book for morphosyntax also
contains recommendations for a layer of edited transcription, which forms the basis on which
other levels are grounded.
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READABILITY high; well structured document;
phenomena described at a deep level of
detail with a wide choice of alternative
ways of annotating the same phenomenon
depending on the theoretical bias of the
annotator; very readable also by a non
XML expert
COVERAGE considerable effort put into annotation of
non  configurational phenomena; careful
consideration of phenomena which are
typical of spoken dialogues
MODULARITY modularity ensured through the above-
mentioned three-layer structure, whereby
morphological features, constituency
structures and functional labels  are
represented in different XML files; this
structure presupposes a fourth
preliminary layer of edited transcription
CUSTOMISABILITY wide choice
TRANSLATABILITY Supported schemes for which
translatability is ensured are:
· Morphosyntax (PoS tagging): Eagles
· Syntax – chunking: Sparkle
· Syntax – functional: Eagles, Sparkle,
Else
AMENABILITY TO (SEMI)AUTOMATIC
ANNOTATION
chunking ensures high locality of
syntactic parsing and noise-resistance
USABILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS high: amenability to fully automatic
annotation; application-driven
customisability through core-periphery
extensions
LANGUAGE PORTABILITY potentially high
4.1.3 Dialogue acts
The MATE proposal for annotation of dialogue acts reflects the somewhat application-driven
status of current encoding practices of annotation at the pragmatic level.
READABILITY the document is very concise and refers
the interested reader directly to DAMSL
documents
COVERAGE the document is based on a wide
overview of available annotation schemes
and phenomena annotated
MODULARITY the proposed scheme basically takes over
DAMSL approach to modularity
CUSTOMISABILITY not applicable
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TRANSLATABILITY Supported schemes for which
translatability is ensured are:
· Internal structure: Damsl
· Surface structure: Switchboard-
Damsl
· Other: Maptask, Verbmobil
AMENABILITY TO (SEMI)AUTOMATIC
ANNOTATION
not applicable
USABILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS ensured through translatability into
application-oriented schemes such as
Verbmobil
LANGUAGE PORTABILITY the scheme is not language-specific
4.1.4 Coreference
MATE adopted a modular approach to coreference schemes whereby users can construct a
scheme which is appropriate for them. Because the semantics of anaphora and coreference is
relatively well-understood, it is possible to extract from existing schemes a fairly short list of
options available to the designer of a scheme. (This is unlike the case of dialogue acts, where
different schemes are very difficult to compare.) These considerations suggested a `meta-
scheme' approach to the problem of developing a scheme for the coreference level that could
be useful for a variety of applications. What this means is that instead of proposing a single
scheme, a range of types of information about `coreference' was identified that the designer of
a scheme may want to annotate among those specified in the coding schemes for coreference
discussed above.
READABILITY high; well structured document;
phenomena described at a deep level of
detail with a wide choice of alternative
ways of annotating the same phenomenon
depending on the theoretical orientation
of the annotator; very readable also by a
non XML expert
COVERAGE considerable effort put into ensuring
annotation of coreference from a variety
of standpoints and approaches to the
problems
MODULARITY modularity ensured through layered
structure and core-periphery extension
CUSTOMISABILITY high, due to level of coverage and
modularity of layered architecture
TRANSLATABILITY Supported schemes for which
translatability is ensured are:
· MUC-7
· Maptask
· DRAMA
AMENABILITY TO (SEMI)AUTOMATIC not applicable
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ANNOTATION
USABILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS potentially high
LANGUAGE PORTABILITY the proposed scheme is not language-
specific
4.1.5 Communication problems
This level of annotation is articulated into three distinct but correlated layers: communication
guidelines, types of violation and communication problems in the strict sense. The
communication guidelines layer records the different generic and specific guidelines whose
violation typically leads to communication problems in a dialogue. The violation types layer
records the different ways in which generic and specific guidelines are violated in a given
corpus, i.e. types of problems found in the corpus. The communication problems layer records
the different places in which generic and specific guidelines are violated in a given corpus.
READABILITY well structured document; phenomena of
interest broadly characterised; more
detailed specifications probably needed
depending on the intended application,
text type and domain;
COVERAGE work in this area still pioneering and
mainly circumscribed to human-machine
interaction; more work  needed to assess
coverage of the scheme relative to
human-human interaction
MODULARITY ensured through the three-layered
architecture mentioned above:
· communication guidelines
· violation types
· communication problems
CUSTOMISABILITY wide room for application and domain-
specific tailoring
TRANSLATABILITY only one scheme was found to be
specifically designed for annotation of
communication problems:
The Odense Scheme
the MATE scheme is an XML
instantiation of the Odense scheme
AMENABILITY TO (SEMI)AUTOMATIC
ANNOTATION
not applicable
USABILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS potentially high
LANGUAGE PORTABILITY the proposed scheme is not language-
specific
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4.1.6 Cross-level issues
The level was not included in this evaluation round. It basically describes ways of mutually
relating levels of annotation through interactive multi-layered searching routines and is, as
such, devoid of linguistic content in a strict sense. Nonetheless it addresses issues which are
bound to have an enormous impact both on practical exploitation of annotation and theoretical
research in the very near future thus paving the way to the future of MATE.
4.2 Quantitative aspects
No external evaluator reported figures concerning quantitative evaluation.
An interesting progress evaluation was carried out at the level of p-o-s tagging and chunking,
for a comparatively small set of Italian dialogues from the Italian MapTask corpus. An Italian
chunker developed for dealing with written texts was tried on the test corpus, and the resulting
output was hand checked.
The test corpus contains about 1000 chunks. We first calculated recall as the number of
correctly identified chunks over the number of all existing chunks in the corpus. This yields
89.7%, which compares poorly with recall obtained on newspapers articles through the same
piece of software: 98%. On the other hand precision, that is the number of correctly identified
chunks over the number of all chunks that the software was able to annotate in the MapTask
corpus, is 98.3%. This basically means two things: i) chunking is not completely disrupted by
high frequency of phrase partials such as anacolutha, non predicative sentences  and ellipses;
still ii) there are phenomena, specific of dialogue, that are beyond the reach of a chunker
designed and developed to deal with written text; these phenomena are simply left with no
annotation, as they contain sequences of p-o-s tags which the chunker cannot analyse as
forming a single chunk. These phenomena include, among others:
· interjections
· discourse markers
· non standard forms
· interrupted forms
· self corrections
· repetitions
· ellipses
· pause markers
· constructions typical of spoken language
As a general comment, the syntactic “ill-formedness” of dialogue texts puts a challenging
burden on rule writing, as constraints on admissible syntactic chunks have to be much tighter
than those required to process written texts. Nonetheless, most of these difficult sequences
can be tracked down automatically, since the chunker balks at them, and marks them as
impossible to annotate, instead of annotating them wrongly.
5. Ongoing corrective actions
For some levels, input from evaluators prompted changes in aspects of the proposed schemes.
As corrective actions are still ongoing, it is impossible to report all of them in this document.
Here, we will only constrain ourselves to two interesting cases of such changes.
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5.1 Prosody
Reviewers from the Scuola Normale of Pisa, made an interesting comment on the apparent
impossibility of linking one XML element on a layer to more than one element on a different
layer: “looking at the definition of <tobitone> on layer 3 - they point out - it appears that the
only possibility is to link it, for instance, either to a <syllable> element on layer 1 or to an
<f0> element on layer 2. The user could prefer to link it to both the elements. Choosing to
link <tobitone> to an <f0> element, the information about the <syllable> should be
inheritable via time alignment, but if the chosen link is <tobitone> <syllable>, the <f0>
information does not seem to be inheritable (even if the <f0> element has been defined on
layer 2, so that the  information  is XML usable) due to the larger time interval corresponding
to the <syllable>. The user seems then to be forced not to link <tobitone> elements to
<syllable>s if he/she is interested in the f0 values of <tobitone>.”
As a solution to this problem, a more articulated XML structure is assigned to the <tobitone>
element on layer 3, so as to make it possible to link this element to more than one element on
other layers of prosodic annotation, i.e. the <syllable> on layer 1, and the <f0> element on
layer 2. Change of the internal XML structure of  <tobitone> was necessary in order to
circumvent some expressive constraints on XML links.
5.2 Morphosyntax
Reviewers from the University of Stuttgart rightly emphasised the practical difficulty of
drawing a sharp distinction between arguments and modifiers of a lexical head in annotating
real texts. The issue becomes even thornier when one considers that the argument-modifier
distinction is highly sensitive to change of context or domain, so that what is not strongly
subcategorised for in non technical language, can easily turn out to be part and parcel of a
verb frame structure in domain-specific jargons. Our reviewers suggest to factor out the two
complementary aspects of syntactic dependency on the one hand, and participation in the
argument structure of a predicate on the other hand, by making them two distinct layers of
syntactic annotation. This would avoid drawing a sharp syntactic distinction where we have
scant syntactic evidence for that, while keeping domain-dependent predicate-argument
information annotated on a separate layer.
We tried to address this issue by changing the hierarchical typology of functional labels. First
the subject relation was assigned a higher prominence in the hierarchy than in the original
version, as customary in contemporary grammar theories (e.g. GB and HPSG). As a result of
this principled move, modifiers and arguments are subsumed under the same “comp” node
(mnemonic for complement), allowing for the possibility of leaving underspecified the
syntactic distinction between an adjunct and a subcategorised element in those cases where
this distinction is difficult to draw in practice.
6. Outstanding issues and future plans
As already pointed out at the outset, in their current status MATE coding schemes provide
detailed guidelines for developing and customising language specific coding practices, rather
than full-fledged annotation schemes in their own right. Still, to our knowledge this is the first
co-operative attempt to cast, into a unique, coherent operational framework,
· a set of multi-level and multi-lingual linguistic guidelines
· a blueprint of detailed instructions for their XML rendering
· a formal architecture for mutually relating the recommended levels
· and an interactive tool for doing annotation according to these specifications.
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Some international initiatives have already been undertaken in order to promote the actual use
of MATE operational guidelines for the development of language specific schemes.
The Italian national project TAL adopted MATE specifications to finalise a scheme for
dialogue annotation at the level of Morphology and Syntax. Application of this scheme to a
corpus of 400 Italian dialogues is currently under way, involving use of the MATE
workbench as an annotation tool. The Italian scheme also contains a level of predicate
structure annotation, aimed at coding conceptual dependencies and terminological notions
which are specific of a given task or domain of interest. This seems to be a natural
complement to the level of functional annotation envisaged in MATE and should be
considered as a natural candidate for addition, as also suggested by some of our evaluators.
In the framework of TIGER, a German national project for syntactic annotation of large
corpora of German, considerable co-operative effort is put into casting the TIGER scheme
into the MATE mark-up.
Finally, the possibility of tackling cross-level issues in a principled way makes the MATE
annotation tool kit an effective and practical environment for developing and customising
coding schemes, whereby full integration of coding schemes, coding modules and annotation
software appears to offer an unprecedented support to research in multi-media, multi-layered
and multi-lingual linguistic annotation.
7. Workbench Evaluation
7.1 Components of the Workbench included in the Evaluation
The MATE Workbench is described in detail in the MATE deliverable D-3.1. and D-3.2.
Thus here we only give a very short summary of those functions of the workbench which
have been included in the testing round.
The functions included in the evaluation are the following:
Conversion tools:
These tools are used for importing corpus data in the formats of xwaves  and BAS/Partitur.
They are filters which take the respective format as an input and produce XML-annotated
text.
Audio tool:
The audio tool allows the user to listen to a stretch of speech  available as a sound file. This
function is most useful when manual  annotation (or transcription) is performed.
Coding Module Editor:
The CME has been designed to allow users to define DTDs interactively, without having to
bother with XML syntax. This function is  useful as a user interface component: it alleviates
the task of the linguist, allowing him or her to concentrate on the factual issues instead of the
XML syntax. An understanding of the notions underlying XML and DTDs is of course
required.
Query language and query processor:
The query tools allow the user to interrogate the corpus, on one or several   levels, about one
or several entities. Along with the query language and the query processor (used for retrieval),
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a graphical user interface is provided which facilitates the use of the tool, by   keeping the
query consistent in different ways: only elements can be queried which are annotated in the
corpus; all expressions will be syntactically correct, because the tool relies on form-filling,
not on free entry of queries; the tool provides help on the available   query operators. The
query interface is thus very similar in its general orientation to the CME: alleviate the
linguist's task by removing the burden of syntactic checking from him/her.
Descriptive statistics component:
The statistics tool provides counting and reproducibility statistics  (kappa, etc.) for annotated
texts. It has a user interface similar to that of the query language, in so far as it only allows
statistics to be made for annotations available in the corpus, and in so far as it guides the user
in the formulation of statistical queries.
Along with the above mentioned components, a number of general workbench aspects and
functionalities were included in the evaluation:
General GUI aspects:
The GUI issue is particularly important for the workbench: it is supposed to support the user
in complex operations on corpora annotated with complex linguistic descriptions. Thus, GUI
simplicity and ease of use must be a major aim in the software design, and consequently need
to be verified in the evaluation.
Display of annotated material:
The workbench is an interactive tool more than a (batch) processor. Thus, visualisation of
data plays an important role. This is true of all components, in particular those needed for
annotation, query and inspection of data.
Annotation support:
One of the main aims of users of the MATE workbench is to annotate corpus data
interactively. Thus, it must be made sure that all functions related with interactive annotation
work well together and provide a smooth way through the system.
7.2 Requirements
Although we have already mentioned some general high-level requirements (see the
presentation of the workbench components above), in the following we will summarise the
main parameters which were checked in the evaluation questionnaire, on each workbench
component and function (where applicable).
These parameters include system-related ones (Robustness, Speed), user-related ones
(Documentation, Ease of carrying out the intended operations, Error messages) and
parameters concerning the quality of the output:
Appropriateness and completeness of results:
This parameter is meant to test the quality of the operations performed by the workbench and
its components. Indirectly, it also serves to assess the way in which the description strategies
of the MATE description framework (guidelines, as tested in WP-4.1) are embodied in the
workbench, by verifying the quality of actual data produced with it.
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Robustness:
Robustness is of particular importance for the annotation functions of the workbench; it is one
of the classical parameters tested in any software.
Ease of carrying out the intended operations:
The ease of carrying out the intended operations is an important factor  for measuring the
usability of the workbench. The annotation function being the main task of the tool suite,
especially the ease to carrying out annotation work has to be tested.
Moreover, several components of the workbench contain subcomponents aimed at facilitating
the practical use of the respective tool: this is particularly true of the Coding Module Editor,
the query editor, and the user interface to the statistics package. Since these were designed
with the idea of making the user’s life easier, the success of the GUI building work in MATE
has to be assessed.
Error messages:
Since error messages are the main auxiliary device in the handling of unwanted system
behaviour, they must be designed in such a way as to give maximal support to the user in
problematic situations. The quality and supportiveness of the messages was assessed with the
respective evaluandum.
Documentation available:
The availability and quality of documentation (both on paper and online, on the MATE Web
Site) are tested with questions concerning documentation.
Speed:
The speed of the workbench operations plays an important role for user acceptance: search
and display functions, for example, should be sufficiently quick.
Since the MATE software is an early prototype, evaluanda related with the tool functions are
more important than those having to do with surface aspects, such as look and feel, GUI
design, etc.; similarly, no attention has been paid, in the evaluation material, to secondary
functions, such as customisability, possibility to individually configure the tools etc.
7.3 The questionnaire
The evaluation questionnaire is designed to elicit feedback from advanced users; it consists of
two parts:
· Questions about the evaluator,
· Questions about the MATE Workbench.
The first part is relevant for the subsequent interpretation of the replies: some information
about the evaluator filling in the electronic questionnaire, as well as about the purpose for
which the MATE workbench was used, need to be gathered. Elicited information concerns the
platform used, the corpus format, the main interests of the evaluator in terms of descriptive
levels annotated or otherwise tested and in terms of general objectives (annotating, corpus
browsing, retrieval).
Moreover, the evaluators are asked to list the kinds of tools they have been working with
before trying out the MATE Workbench (e.g. own scripts, a simple ASCII editor, a word
processor, a statistics package, database software, table calculation software, etc.).
Information about the tools with which the MATE Workbench is compared, is relevant for the
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developers to classify feedback and, in certain cases, to understand suggestions made by the
evaluator.
The second part contains questions about the Workbench, its components and its functions, as
described above in section 7.1. For each component or function, the parameters mentioned in
section 7.2. are checked.
The evaluators are asked to provide input along two lines:
· In terms of a scale (ranging from 1 (poor) to 5 (very good)): the evaluator has to assign a
mark to each function or component of the workbench with respect to each of the
parameters (from 7.2).
· In terms of free textual input: the evaluator may indicate textually any problems,
comments, reactions etc. related with  the tool component or function.
7.4 Feedback and interpretation
So far, very little feedback has been gathered through the workbench questionnaire: this is
due to the fact that the workbench itself only became available at a late point in time in the
project.
The feedback received so far is the result of thorough testing of an early version of the tools,
which was only partly accompanied by documentation (and thus caused difficulties which
would not appear in the normal use of the tools). From the feedback, the usefulness of the
query tools (which were the focus point of the evaluator's work) and the need for a more
detailed statistical package, in particular statistics related with the query, came out.
For the general interpretation of the feedback on the workbench, an analysis by component or
function seems most appropriate. In this case, it is necessary to analyse the evaluator’s
reaction against the background provided by the tools available at his/her site. Feedback from
evaluators typically should allow the developers to identify priorities for further improvement
of the tools.  In addition, some of the feedback should be compared with existing requirement
definitions outside MATE, such as e.g. those available from the W3-Consortium on XML
query languages.
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Appendix 1
1.1 MATE Questionnaire on Coding Schemes
MATE WP4 Questionnaire 1:
Evaluation of Annotation Schemes
• Foreword •
MATE Deliverable 2.1 contains recommended practices for annotating dialogues at different
levels of linguistic analysis. This includes a representative list of phenomena crucially
involved in the annotation of a dialogue, and a range of alternative ways of encoding them,
and of correlating different types of encoded data. In principle, these recommendations are
either language-independent (e.g., this is the case of the level of communication problems) or
should be flexible enough to be amenable to annotation of language-specific phenomena with
no major changes and independently of the annotator’s theoretical commitment.
However, Deliverable 2.1 is not intended to give detailed  instructions as to how this can be
done, in practice, for each language of interest. An important outcome of your evaluation
would be to make sure that the phenomena you are interested in annotating and the way you
would like to see them annotated is compatible with the MATE recommendations, even if it is
not fully covered by them. This amounts to going through the following disjunctive list of
check points to see to what extent they are fulfilled at each level. Of course, not all
requirements must simultaneously be met at all levels.
· robustness and wide-coverage;
· flexibility, customisability and usability for practical applications;
· modularity (to allow for partial instantiations of the suggested scheme);
· redundant specification (to be able to accommodate alternative practices for the
annotation of the same phenomenon);
· amenability to (semi)automatic annotation;
· reliability in terms of inter-annotator agreement;
· potential multi-lingual application.
The present questionnaire contains a comparatively small set of questions (both open and
closed) intended to elicit as much  information as possible about the extent to which each of
the MATE annotation (meta)schemes fulfils i) the above-listed general requirements on
recommended  practices for annotation of dialogues, and ii) the more specific requirements
arising from your working experience.
Given the current time constraints and the limited amount of resources which most of you are
likely to put into the evaluation process, you should start filling in the following questionnaire
even if i) you are not sure to be able to provide an answer to each question, or ii) you are not
interested in providing feedback for all levels of annotation envisaged in MATE.
It is important, at this stage of the project, that we receive as much input as possible from you,
and, in this context, we take informal/qualitative evaluation of the proposed tag sets (e.g.
concerning coverage of the linguistic phenomena considered) to be as important as a more
formal/quantitative evaluation (e.g., kappa statistics on inter-annotator agreement).
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• Instructions •
To participate in the MATE evaluation campaign, you should fill in the questionnaire below.
By clicking on the "Send form" button the questionnaire will be automatically sent to us. If
your browser does not support forms, just e-mail this form to ILC.
In this questionnaire you will find four sections.
1• In the first section (A) you should indicate who you are and the markup level you have
evaluated. This section must be filled in obligatorily.
2• By answering the questions contained in the second section (B), you will provide
information about the test corpus used for the evaluation of the markup level(s) indicated in
Section A, if you have performed evaluation through actual annotation of some dialogues. If
you use more than one corpus depending on the levels of annotation considered, please fill in
a form for each corpus used. You can skip this section if evaluation was performed only by
inspection of the coding schemes provided, without actual application of it through annotation
of some dialogues.
3• The third section (C) should be filled in regardless of the type of evaluation you have
carried out. Here you will be asked to provide a qualitative evaluation of the markup levels
you have reviewed, in the form of answers to a number of open questions.
4• Finally, if you have performed any quantitative evaluation of the MATE annotation
schemes, you can report it in the fourth section of this questionnaire (D).
Thank you for your collaboration!
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Section A
GENERAL INFORMATION
A.1 Site:                                                                                                          
A.2 Person:                                                                                                    
A.3 Level of annotation evaluated:
prosody morphosyntax
coreference dialogue acts
communication
problems
cross-level
• skip the next section and move on to Qualitative Evaluation • go back to Foreword
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Section B
CORPUS DESCRIPTION
This section is intended to elicit a description of the corpus of dialogues used as a basis for
your evaluation (if any). In particular, you are asked to group your test dialogues and describe
them according to some descriptive parameters. Multiple choices are allowed if your corpus is
heterogeneous wrt to some of the parameters considered.
B.1 Language of the corpus
Danish French
English German
Italian Spanish
Swedish other
If other, specify:                                                                                                                      
Type of dialogue
IMPORTANT NOTE: If the corpus used for evaluation is homogeneous for Task-Orientation
and Human/Machine Participation (see below), then go through questions B.3-B.6.
If your corpus is NOT homogeneous (for example, some dialogues are task-oriented while
others are not, and/or some dialogues are human-human and some others human-machine),
then you can  skip to question B.7.
B.2 Task-orientation
task-oriented non task-oriented
B.3 Underlying domain
Please provide a brief description of the reference domain to which the dialogues in your
corpus belong.
The following types are distinguished (please tick off more than one item whenever relevant):
travel transport
computer operating systems courtroom interaction
business appointments directory enquiry services
furnishing rooms interactively giving directions
giving instructions (e.g. about making reservations
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cooking)
other
If other, specify:                                                                                                                      
B.4 Activity type
Please provide indication of the type of activity to which the dialogues belong. A typology of
activity types is the following (please tick off more than one  item whenever relevant):
cooperative negotiations information extraction
problem solving teaching/instructing
counselling chatting
other
If other, specify:                                                                                                                      
B.5 Human / machine participation
Please specify whether the dialogues are between  human participants or between a human
and a
(simulated) machine.
human-human human-machine
If human-human, then:
machine-mediated non machine-mediated
If human-machine, then:
simulated (WOZ) non simulated
Size of the corpus
B.6 Number of dialogues annotated for evaluation:                          
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B.7 Average length of dialogues:
__________ turns
__________ words
Information about annotators
B.8   Number of annotators:                                           
B.9 Annotators' Expertise
Expertise:
novice apprentice trained long-time expert
Background:
linguist system
developer
other
• go on with the Questionnaire • go back to Foreword • go back to Form A • exit the
Questionnaire
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Section C
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
C.1  Perspicuity and usability
How understandable are tag definitions and how operationally clear and useful? Can they be
used as a basis for a language-specific instantiation of the (meta)scheme? Please provide
examples of those definitions you have found difficult to use.
C.2 Coverage
It is important that the annotation (meta)scheme be able to deal with the widest possible range
of  important/relevant phenomena within the area it is claimed to cover. Please check whether
the range of formal notation provided by each (meta)scheme is designed so as to capture a)
linguistic phenomena which are specific of the language(s) you are familiar with, and b)
modality-specific phenomena, i.e. phenomena typical of spoken dialogues (as opposed to
writing) such as phrase partials, interjections, trailing-off etc. c) task-specific phenomena, that
is phenomena which are useful to annotate given the particular application your tag set is
intended to serve.
Please provide a list of missing phenomena together with examples and their possible
categorisations.
C.3 Translatability
It is important that each annotation (meta)scheme be able to either i) accommodate your
standard practice in annotating a certain range of phenomena or ii) guarantee a fairly
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straightforward translation of your annotation practice into a MATE-conformant style. Please
provide a list of possible problems, if any.
C.4 Customisability
In most cases the (meta)scheme contains a list of core phenomena to be annotated, plus the
possibility of refining the core annotation through extension of the basic scheme; it is possible
that your annotation style is either more fine-grained than the one provided by MATE, or
more coarse-grained. Please give examples of  each case, if any, and suggest possible ways to
use the MATE scheme to attain the desired level of granularity.
C.5 XML encoding issues
Does the XML encoding recommended in the (meta)scheme provide a linguistically sound
way of tagging? Please provide a list of possible problems.
Can you imagine, or have you experienced any problems at the level of combination of
annotations coming from different levels?
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Beyond being linguistically sound, do you consider the MATE xml rendition of the
theoretical claims made for this level to be a faithful one ("in the spirit of the approach,
theory, etc....")?
N.B.: this is relevant in particular for levels where existing schemes from outside MATE have
been "imported".
The workbench (may) provide(s) a stylesheet for the level of description you analyse. Does it
provide a display and annotation environment which sufficiently supports the actions you
intend to carry out?
C.6 General issues of module architecture
State if you wish to annotate/express certain phenomena but you find this impossible or
cumbersome or running against the overall philosophy of the schemes provided for the
respective levels by MATE.
C.7  Outstanding issues
Other comments
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C.8 Additional evaluation questions
C.8.1
MATE has (in the case of some levels of description) selected one or more existing
annotation schemes.
Is this selection in your view appropriate, i.e. from the schemes discussed in the survey
document (D-1.1 of MATE), would you have selected:
the same scheme(s) other schemes
If other, please specify:                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                
C.8.2
If MATE were to do more about this level of description, what would your most important
requirement be? What should be done with priority?
• go on with the Questionnaire • go back to Foreword • go back to Form A • go back to Form
B • go back to Form C • exit the Questionnaire
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Section D
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
A given coding scheme can be evaluated quantitatively according to one or more of the
following tests, namely Stability, Reproducibility, and Accuracy (Krippendorff, 1980).
Stability, also called “test-rest reliability” or “inter-test variance”, measures the degree of
variation of a coder’s judgement over time. Standard measures for stability are alpha and
kappa values.
Reproducibility, or inter-coder variance, measures the degree of variation among annotations
performed by different coders. Standard measures for reproducibility are alpha and kappa
values.
Accuracy, which is measured by Precision and Recall values, expresses the degree of
deviation of coders' judgement with respect to another annotation of the same text taken as a
gold standard.
D.1 Stability
alpha kappa
D.2 Reproducibility
alpha kappa
D.3 Accuracy
precision recall
• go back to Foreword • go back to Form A • go back to Form B • go back to Form C
SEND CLEAR
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1.2 MATE Questionnaire on Coding Workbench
MATE WP4 Questionnaire 2:
Evaluation of Workbench
Thank you for helping us to evaluate the MATE workbench!
Below you'll find various sections describing aspects of the MATE workbench that we would
like you to comment on.
In case you encounter questions you cannot answer, just skip that question and continue with
the next question.
If you have technical problems or do not understand what is asked for, do not hesitate to ask
for help.
Structure of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire consists of 3 main sections as follows:
1. Evaluator Information: This is information on the evaluators background.
2. Evaluation Procedure: This information describes the evaluation approach taken.
3. Results: This is information on various general and specific aspects of the
Workbench.
1. Evaluator Information
1.1. Contact Information
In order to be able to contact you for further clarification we would like you to provide
the following information.
Name         
Affiliation  
Email        
1.2. Platform
What kind of computer did you use during the evaluation?
PC
UNIX machine
Other: 
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1.3. Main Interest
What is your main interest regarding the MATE workbench, i.e. what would you like to
use it for?
Annotation
Corpus Browsing
Retrieval
General
Other: 
1.4. Software use
Which software do you or did you use for working with linguistic or speech data?
Own scripts and software (e.g., sort, uniq, perl, C++)
Simple ASCII editor (e.g., vi/emacs)
Word processor (e.g., Word/WordPerfect)
Statistical package (e.g., S++, SPSS)
Table calculation software (e.g., EXCEL, matlab)
Database software (e.g., dBase, SQL)
Speech analysis software (e.g., sfs, CSL, xwaves)
Annotation software (e.g., Annotate, Alembic)
Other: 
2. Evaluation procedure
In this section we would like to achieve some background information on your test of the
MATE workbench.
2.1. Corpus/Data
Which corpus or corpora did you use for the evaluation of the workbench?
       
What format was the data in?
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Plain ASCII
XML
Xwaves label format
BAS format
Other: 
2.2. Duration of evaluation
How much time did you spend on testing the workbench?
       For  hours
2.3. Tasks performed
What was your evaluation method during the testing?
Solving a specific task
Systematic testing of functionalities
Random experimenting
Other: 
2.4. Main focus
What did you concentrate on during evaluation?
General architecture
Graphical User Interface
Conversion (import/export)
Audio Tool
Querying and data retrieval
Statistics
Style Sheet processing
Speed
Documentation
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Installation
Other: 
3. Results
Here you can measure the quality of each component you evaluated.
3.1. General performance
How would you rate the general performance of the workbench?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Software architecture
Ease of installation
Speed
Robustness
Ease of configuration/adaptation to special
annotation purposes
Error messages
Documentation
       Additional comments on the general performance:
       
3.2. Format conversion
If you tried the format conversion functions, how would you rate their performance?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own for the conversions you tested.
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BAS -> XML:
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Appropriateness of XML structure
Robustness
Ease of carrying out the conversion
Error messages
Speed
Documentation
       Additional comments on the BAS-XML conversion:
       
xwaves -> XML:
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Appropriateness of XML structure
Robustness
Ease of carrying out the conversion
Error messages
Speed
Documentation
       Additional comments on the xwaves-XML conversion:
       
3.3. Coding Module Editor
If you used the Coding Module Editor, what is your impression?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Ease of use
Completeness of DTD structures
Appropriateness of DTD
Robustness
Error messages
Documentation
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       Additional comments on the Coding Module Editor:
       
3.4. Loading/Saving files
If you loaded and saved files, how would you rate this functionality of the workbench?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Appropriateness
Speed
Robustness
Error messages
Documentation
Localisation of output files
       Additional comments on Loading/Saving:
       
3.5. Graphical User Interface
In general, how do you like the GUI of the workbench?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Ease and practicability of interaction
Adequacy of graphical structures
for display of concepts
Robustness
Error messages
Speed
Documentation
       Additional comments on the GUI:
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3.6. Query Language and Processing
If you tried building a query, please answer these questions:
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Expressiveness of query language
Appropriateness of results
Speed
Robustness
Error messages
Intuitiveness of interface
Documentation
       Additional comments on the Query Component:
       
3.7. Statistics
If you made statistical evaluations of data with the MATE Workbench, how would you
rate them?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Coverage of functions
Correctness of output
Ease of use
Robustness
Error messages
Documentation
       Additional comments on the Statistic Functions:
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3.8. Research Area
What kind of levels did you try to annotate/display?
Phonetics
Morphology
Syntax
Coreference
Semantics
Communication Problems
Pragmatics
Other: 
3.9. Document Display
If you tried displaying an annotated document by applying stylesheets, what is your
impression?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Appropriateness
Completeness
Robustness
Ease of handling
Error messages
Speed
Documentation
       Additional comments on Document Display:
       
3.10. Audio Tool
If you loaded speech/sound files, please answer the following:
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
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Adequacy of functionality
Robustness
Error messages
Speed
Documentation
       Additional comments on the Audio Tool:
       
3.11. Annotation Support
If you tested or would use the MATE Workbench for annotation, how would you rate
the support of the following aspects?
Please select values (1: poor, 5: excellent) or n/a (not applicable) for the criteria listed below
or add your own.
1 2 3 4 5 n/a
Transcription of speech
Browsing a corpus
Adequacy of presentation
Support for annotations
Ease of interaction
Complex querying
Presentation and handling of query results
Adequacy of functionalities included
       Additional comments on the Annotation Support:
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3.12. General
Are there any functions missing in the workbench which are critical before you or
colleagues could use it for real work?
       Critical functions missing:
       
We would like to thank you for your assistance!
If you have further comments, please write them here:
       
And now, press the Submit Information button, please. Thank you!
SUBMIT INFORMATION RESET
